The Ventech VU 15 creates an isolating
turbulence of pressurized air and water
while extracting fumes in the fan centre
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Project title
Isolating & removing gases after blasting in underground mining.

Double-angled fan turbines
enables a fast extraction of air and
a highly pressurized air cone wall

Purpose / Question
How to decrease waiting time, improve
flexibility and safety and how to
minimize energy losses in connection to
ventilation after blasting?

Project description
This ten week project was about identifying and coming up
with innovative solutions for the modern mining industry.
The project included a thorough research phase with user
observations and interviews within the worlds largest
underground mine for iron ore. It involved building mockups, traditional and digital sketching, CAD-modelling, and
making a physical scale model of the final design.

Collaborative partners

High pressure water spray for
binding dust and facilitating
isolating turbulence

Radio controlled distance
measuring with 360° laser for
safe tunnel profile inspection

Two sided hose joined with air-tight
zipper for dynamic range extension

LKAB Kiruna mine
Hazardous blasting smoke

Vehicle efficiency

Worlds largest underground iron
ore mine, 1364,5 m below surface
Introduction
The client brief was very open and aimed for finding new,
relevant design opportunities for the modern underground
mining industry. During the research everything from anxious
relatives to vehicle efficiency was touched upon. LKAB, that
maybe has the worlds most high standard underground iron
ore mine searched for new ways of improving their employee
work experience as well as productivity and safety.

World class iron ore pellets

Dangerous work environment

Study visit
A study visit was paid to LKAB’s Kirunavaara mine situated
in Kiruna in the north of Sweden. A tour was given for the
entire process of drilling, blasting, hauling the ore, crushing
and lifting it up to the surface. Informal talks with various
employees was done aswell as organized interviews.
An introduction to the mining industry was also given by
Atlas Copco who is a world wide supplier for the mining
industry.
(Unfortunatly, no pictures from inside the mine could be
shown here.)

Research
The initial research phase included work process overview
mapping, analysis of existing solutions, visual social personas
(V.S.P.) - visualistation over a hypothetical users workday,
short intensive ideation sessions and even role-playing of
various users work tasks.
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accident handling
safety outside the cabin

Individual data gathering

education

After the initial research the information was organized and
visualized to get a clear picture over the existing challenges.
From that it was easier to find and chose a design opportunity
to work further with.
Many topics were connected and synergetic possibilities
was relatively easy to find.
Ventilation was chosen as a primary topic to work with
due to its many impacts on the mine environment and
workflow as well as the enormous energy consumption that
comes with it.
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Challenge

Production blast

In order for humans and vehicles to work in a mine there
is a need for fresh air. However ventilation is extremely
expensive and especially at large depths. Load-haul-dump
trucks (LHD’s) that hauls out the ore after a blast are the
main oxygen consumers in a mine since they usaually are
diesel powered and the engines consumes oxygen.
The other major part of the ventilation is used for ventilating
out toxic fumes after blasting. The fumes prevents humans

Pre-blast:
The tunnel has a homogeneous
atmosphere of clean air.

Blast:
A positive pressure is created in the
closed end of the tunnel and the air
is set in motion.

Fumes spreading

Post-blast:
The pressure equalizes but the closed
end still consists of toxic gases that
are now spreading and mixing.

for visiting the newly blasted area until the fumes are cleared
out. This takes up to 24 hours and is considered as a costly
production stop.
After blasting, there is also a need for inspection of the
tunnel wall to ensure remained quality after the blast. This
is a potentially dangerous task if the tunnel wall has been
damaged by the blast. This was also considered as a topic
relevant to work further with.

Homogeneous
atmosphere

Clean air is being
pushed out

Pressure equilibrium is established but with separate gas types

Pressure
created

Concept idea
The overall goal was to remove/neutralize the fumes created
after a blast in the mine and doing so as soon after blasting as
possible. If the fumes could be ventilated in a concentrated
form locally it would radically decrease the production
stop and also manage the ventilation in a much more
energy efficient way. It would shorten the waiting time for
the LHD-trucks and increase productivity dramatically. It

Isolating &
removing gases

Chosen design
opportunity

would also decrease the need for general ventilation
in the tunnels which requires a lot of energy which
in turn is an enormous cost. It was also attempted to
see if other issues like rock inspection, after blasting
could be facilitated combined with the main goal of
removing the toxic gases.

Fumes spreading
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Isolating turbulence
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Extraction of fumes

Scale 1:20 experiment idea
Early in the process a 1:20 scale model of the tunnel was
made for size reference but also for testing ideas. The core
idea was to use pressurized air to isolate the fumes from
spreading. In order for that to work air also needed to be
extracted to avoid creating a possitive pressure in the tunnel
forcing the fumes to spread in the rest of the mine.
The idea was to create a blocking air-cone wall that would
stop the fumes from spreading at the same time as air
would be extracted through hoses connected to the main
ventilation system.

High pressure air cone

Simulated blast-fumes

Suction

Suction

Fumes extraction set-up
In order to simulate the blast gases a quite thick smoke
was required. A smoke machine was used and even though
the smoke produced from the machine was not as thick as
preferred it worked quite well. The suction point varied
but the experiment was conducted primarily to visualize
and try out the turbulence created by the “air-wall”. By
extracting more fumes than added the overall movement
of fumes would come from the open end of the tunnel
towards the point where the negative pressure was created.

Pressurized air was used for the “air-cone” wall.
Nozzles was lethed to create the correct cone
profile. An industrial vaccum cleener was used for
extracting air. To get a some what clear picture of
the smoke behavoir the lights were dimmed and the
background darkened. The experiment was filmed
for further evaluation. (Recommended to watch
included video clips)

Vehicle usage
Since this solution would need to be mobile some kind
of vehicle became the design topic. The vehicle would be
driven to the closest infrastructure docking station, hooks
up and starts approaching the blast site. The volume of
gas produced after a blast is known, and also the tunnel
dimentions and therfore also the distance from the blast
where the vehicle should stop and start ventilating.
Ventilation starts right after a blast when the fumes has
reached their full volume. Within a fraction of the previous
ventilation time the job is done the work can continue in
the mine.

Preparing
for blast.

Approaching
the blast site.
Required (big) components:
Propultion
Fan
Filter
Water tank
Power supply

Local ventilation
time
Isolating and
extracting the
fumes

Cleared tunnel
Required (big) components:

Global
ventilation time

Propultion
Cable/hoose storage
Fan

Design sketching
The initial sketching aimed at finding proportions and possible mechanical
solutions. It was a way of getting acquainted with the product category
and the type of components and sizes necessary.
When the layout of the vehicle started to come into place more detailed
sketching was done to find an attractive and credible expression. The
sketching stretched from post-it doodles to marker sketches to Keyshot
and Photoshop mixed renders.
The aim was to find a certain lightness but still robust look. Compared to
the many other mining vehicles that deals with a lot more rough tasks this
vehicles could be considered to have a slightly more delicate expression. It
was also natural to give it a relatively high ground clearance since it would
be on site directly after a blast, before smaller rocks that has spread in the
tunnel has been cleared.

Hose modules

Dividable

Collapsible

Hose managment
To get a good range for the vehicle a quite big amount of hose needed to added to
the vehicle. Since the tunnels varies in length the hose also needed to be extendible to
variuos lengths. Otherwise a very long hose would have needed to be put out even for
shorter distances.
Different types of solutions was tried out. Hose modules of 30 metres each was consided
as well as a collapsible solution where metal wires would run along the sides of the hose
and then retract and collapse the hose as the vehicle backed out.
However the final solution was a brand new idea where the hose is divided into an upper
and one lower part. This enabled a dynamic range extention aswell as a compact storage
on the vehicle. The profile was designed to be eliptic with a flat side on top and a flat side
on the bottom. That way the bottom part could be a thicker, more durable fabric and
the top one could be a thinner space saving fabric.
The two parts would connect through an air-tight zipper. This is a durable solution
commonly used in the diving industry and would suite well for this application.

Component size references
Calculations was made to make sure that the effect of the fan would be good enough
and also the power supply either it was a battery, a diesel generator or if it was plugged
in to the main ventilation. An initial thought that was ruled out was to filter out instead
of extracting the fumes. This primarily due to the enormous amount that would need to
filtered.

Model making
Rough mock-ups, sketching and CAD-modelling was done
parrallell to test proportions, details and packaging. When
the final design was set a physical model in scale 1:20 was
made and painted. The parts were primarily made by hand
but also laser cut and the main body was milled in two pieces.

Concept idea

Lasers are measuring the tunnel profile
providing a time efficient and safe
check-up of the tunnel integrity.

The Ventech has arrived to the fumes and started
ventilating. As it entered the tunnel it started to
measure the tunnel profile to make sure no deviations
that could be a sign of a coming cave-in occured.
The fumes gets blocked by the air-cone and are
ventilated in a concentrated state. Due to intensive
local ventilation, hauling out the ore can start already
30 minutes after blasting instead of the usual hours
spent waiting for the main ventilation.
Major energy saving are made at the same time as
productivity increases dramatically while safety also is
improved due to the feedback about the integrity of
the tunnel walls.

Fumes are trapped and extracted
in an energy and time efficient way.

Double-angled fan turbines enables
a fast extraction of air and a highly
pressurized air cone wall

Concept idea
The final design was a radio controlled vehicle for mobile
ventilation in underground mining. The vehicle Ventech
VU 15 has an innovative fan solution that manages two
directional airstreams, a new dynamic range hose solution
for flexible usage at various distances in the tunnels and
laser measuring of the tunnel profile integrity after a blast.
Due to the created pressurized air and water cone wall by
the Ventech, the fumes gets isolated in the tunnel and can
be extracted in a concentrated and time efficient way. The
previous 24 hours downtime is shortened to an estimation
of 1 hour of intensive, local ventilation while at the same
time securing the tunnel for work with humans present at
the site.

High pressure water spray for
binding dust and facilitating
isolating turbulence

Two sided hose joined with air-tight
zipper for dynamic range extension

Radio controlled distance
measuring with 360° laser for
safe tunnel profile inspection

The Ventech VU 15 creates an isolating
turbulence of pressurized air and water
while extracting fumes in the fan centre

High pressure water exhausts
is symmetrically placed around
the nozzle as well as the lasers for
measuring.

Section cut
A section cut of the vehicle was made in order to explain
and design the components in further detail.

Double angled turbine blades that
are isolated between the angles.

Fumes gets extracted and
transported to the main ventilation
system

The hose sealer directs the feed
of the two hose parts and seal the
parts into an air-tight dynamic
hose that is operational at any
range desirable.
Mudguards provides protection from
dirt is a very damp environment.
They also make it easier to walk
around and access the different parts
of the vehicle

Fumes gets sucked in by the fan
centre but also pushed but the air
from the air-cone.
Hub engine wheels enables good and
compact moveability in a narrow
environment.

Lights at the ground and on the
side walls provide good visibility
even through camera vision.

Water tanks carrying water for the
cone wall.

The electric cable is winded up
underneath the fan-dock in the
vehicle.

Client presentation & feedback
The final presentation was held at Umeå Institute of Design
where representatives from LKAB, Atlas Copco and swedish
radio (SR) were present. After a full presentation there was
a feedback session in relation to the physical models and
posters exhibited.
The concept was very well received from both LKAB and
Atlas Copco.

“Excellent design work”
			
			

- Alex Liebert, director of Atlas Copco 			
industrial design competence center

“A very interesting concept for us”
			
			

- Patricia Boeg-Jensen, research engineer at LKAB

